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A B S T R A C T 

We explore the impact of dif fusi ve cosmic rays (CRs) on the evolution of the interstellar medium (ISM) under varying assumptions 
of superno va e xplosion environment. In practice, we systematically vary the relative fractions of supernovae (SN) occurring 

in star-forming high-density gas and those occurring in random locations decoupled from star-forming gas to account for SN 

from run-away stars or explosions in regions that have been cleared by prior SN, stellar winds, or radiation. We find that in 

the simple system of a periodic stratified gas layer the ISM structure will evolve to one of two solutions: a ‘peak driving’ state 
where warm gas is volume filling or a ‘thermal runaway’ state where hot gas is volume filling. CR pressure and transport are 
important factors that strongly influence the solution state the ISM reaches and have the ability to flip the ISM between solutions. 
Observable signatures such as gamma-ray emission and H I gas are explored. We find that gamma-ray luminosity from pion 

decay is largely consistent with observations for a range of model parameters. The thickness of the H I gas layer may be too 

compact, ho we ver, this may be due to a large cold neutral fraction of mid-plane gas. The volume fraction of hot gas evolves to 

stable states in both solutions, but neither settles to a Milky Way-like configuration, suggesting that additional physics omitted 

here (e.g. a cosmological circumgalactic medium, radiation transport, or spectrally resolved and spatially varying CR transport) 
may be required. 

Key words: MHD – cosmic rays – ISM: evolution – ISM: structure – gamma-rays: ISM. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

bservations and modelling of the interstellar medium (ISM) have 
ong indicated that the structure of the ISM is heavily influenced by
he explosion of massive stars as supernov ae (SN) (e.g. McK ee &
striker 1977 ). The phase structure of the ISM, where mass is

ggregated in dense molecular clouds, embedded in a hot diffuse 
edium in pressure equilibrium, has been established through 

bservations of neutral atomic and molecular gas (e.g. Cox 2005 ) 
nd observations of diffuse ionized gas (e.g. Haffner et al. 2003 ;
ong et al. 2022 ). 
Modelling the phase structure and energetics of the ISM in a 

ynamic way has been a goal of simulations, both to understand 
he conditions for star formation within galaxies and to inform 

lobal models of galaxy evolution. Simulations on the ISM scale 
ave demonstrated the importance of SN explosion environment (e.g. 
ffrig & Hennebelle 2015 ; Walch et al. 2015 ; Ohlin, Renaud & Agertz
019 ; Andersson, Agertz & Renaud 2020 ). Simple 1D models of SN
hocks point to the importance of the background ISM gas density as
 determining factor for how the SN shocks develop and the amount
f energy and momentum they deposit in the ISM (Draine 2011 ). SN
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xplosions that occur in dense molecular clouds will have most of
heir energy radiatively cooled on short time-scales, but energy from 

xplosions that occur in low density gas (due to pre-SN feedback,
tellar kicks, or long SN delay times that allow for the dissipation
f the natal molecular cloud) will remain in the ISM longer due to
onger radiative cooling times (e.g. Walch & Naab 2015 ). 

These simulations have most commonly studied the injection and 
issipation of SN energy in a medium that only self-consistently 
racks thermal and kinetic energies. Ho we ver, the energy contained
n the ISM comes in several other forms. Indeed, the magnetic fields
hreading through the gas also contain energy, as do cosmic rays
CRs) in the medium, which are high energy protons, electrons, 
nd other heavy atomic nuclei and represent an additional reservoir 
f energy . Traditionally , these four energies are assumed to be in
quilibrium (Boulares & Cox 1990 ; Cox 2005 ; Naab & Ostriker
017 ), but this assumption would have to be scrutinized with
umerical simulations of the interstellar medium. 
The non-thermal energies from magnetic fields and CRs are of 

articular interest because they transport and dissipate energy differ- 
ntly from the thermal gas. CRs in particular have been posited as a
echanism for driving galactic outflows and as a regulator for star

ormation on interstellar scales (Girichidis et al. 2016 , 2018 ; Simpson
t al. 2016 ; Farber et al. 2018 ; Commer c ¸on, Marcowith & Dubois
019 ) as well as on galactic scales in isolated galaxies (Uhlig et al.
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012 ; Booth et al. 2013 ; Salem & Bryan 2014 ; Pakmor et al. 2016b ;
uszkowski, Yang & Zweibel 2017 ; Butsky & Quinn 2018 ; Jacob
t al. 2018 ; Dashyan & Dubois 2020 ; F arc y et al. 2022 ; Girichidis
t al. 2022 ; Quataert, Thompson & Jiang 2022 ) and in cosmological
ettings (Jubelgas et al. 2008 ; Salem, Bryan & Hummels 2014 ; Buck
t al. 2020 ; Hopkins et al. 2021b ). The physics by which galaxies
etain or expel gas and the efficiency with which they then turn
as into stars is of cosmological importance (e.g. Naab & Ostriker
017 ; Wechsler & Tinker 2018 ), but the feedback processes that drive
hese behaviours are still uncertain. SN explosions deposit only 5–
5 per cent of their energy in CRs (Caprioli & Spitko vsk y 2014 ;
ais et al. 2018 ), but CR energy dissipates on longer time-scales and
ouples to the thermal gas differently. 

Substantial simulation work has been done to explore how CRs
n the ISM scale impact the local launching of outflows, but less
as been done to explore how it affects the structure of the ISM.
pecifically, how CR pressure and transport impacts the picture
f ISM structure driven by SN environment that has been built-
p through the past decade. Rathjen et al. ( 2021 ) have studied how
 myriad of feedback effects including stellar winds, radiation, and
Rs impact ISM structure and the development of outflows. They
nd that CRs only have a moderate impact on the multiphase structure
f the ISM, but their models are only evolved for 100 Myr and they
o not explore details of CR pressure or differences in transport. 
The impact of ISM structure on observables associated with CRs,

uch as gamma-ray emission or radio continuum emission, also have
et to be studied. CR observables on galactic scales in the Milky
ay (Moskalenko & Strong 1998 ; Evoli et al. 2008 ; Kissmann et al.

015 ; Hopkins et al. 2021a ; Werhahn et al. 2021a ) and non-thermal
adio and gamma-ray emission from galaxies are a promising avenue
or probing CR calorimetry (which fraction of CR energy is radiated
way as opposed to providing dynamical feedback; Thompson et al.
006 ; Lacki, Thompson & Quataert 2010 ; Pfrommer et al. 2021 ;
 erhahn et al. 2021b ; W erhahn, Pfrommer & Girichidis 2021c ) and

f constraining the physics of CR transport (Thomas, Pfrommer &
nßlin 2020 ). 
We aim to address these issues and specifically to explore how

he presence of CRs impacts the structure and evolution of the ISM
riv en by SN e xplosions. This paper is part of a series utilizing a
tratified box setup to explore the impact of CRs on the ISM. We
est different models for SN explosion placement in the presence
f CRs and demonstrate how the presence of an energy reservoir
ith different transport and dissipation time-scales alters the ISM

tructure. We quantify how CR energy is dissipated from the galactic
id-plane and explore models with dif ferent dif fusi vity properties.
e finally explore observable implications of our models in gamma-

ay and 21 cm emission. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes our method-

logy and simulation set-up, including our model for SN explosion
lacement; Section 3.1 describes the effect SN explosion placement
as on ISM structure when CRs are included; Sections 3.2 and 3.3
escribe the energetics of mid-plane gas; Section 3.4 describes how
ur results depend on differences in the CR model; and Section 3.5
xplores the impact of CRs on the mid-plane pressure. In Section 4
e look at observable signatures of these models in gamma-ray and
1 cm emission. Finally, we conclude with a discussion of the MW’s
SM structure and how it compares to the models presented here. 

 M E T H O D S  

e use the second-order accurate moving-mesh code AREPO to study
he impact of SN explosions and CR transport on the ISM (Springel
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
010 ; Pakmor et al. 2016a ). AREPO gives a quasi-Lagrangian solution
o the ideal (magneto-)hydrodynamics equations that combines
dvantages of an Eulerian scheme in capturing shocks and dis-
ontinuities and the advantages of a pure Lagrangian scheme with
mpro v ed Galilean invariance. Here we describe the set-up and initial
onditions of our simulations; a model for pressure in high density
 as; additional g as ph ysics modules such as self-gravity, radiative
ooling, cosmic rays, and MHD; and the different schemes for SN
xplosion placement that we explore. 

.1 Simulation setup and initial conditions 

e simulate the impact of SN explosions on the ISM in a tall column
f stratified gas meant to capture the behaviour of gas in a small patch
f a galactic disc. The simulation domain has a width of L = 1 kpc
n both the horizontal x and y directions and extends ±5 kpc in the
ertical z direction (for a box height of L z = 10 kpc). The domain has
eriodic boundaries in the x and y directions and outflow boundaries
n the z direction. 

Mass and energy can flow out of the simulation volume through
he outflow boundaries at the top and bottom of the column. This
s accomplished by fixing a layer of static ‘sticky’ cells along these
oundaries that do not mo v e (i.e. their positions are not updated
y the moving mesh algorithm). This is necessary to prevent the
esh structure (that normally mo v es with the motion of the thermal

as) from exiting the simulation volume. A layer of ‘ghost’ cells are
irrored across the outflow boundaries and gas can mo v e across this

oundary in the outward direction only, leaving the simulation. 
The initial positions and densities of gas cells are set according

o an assumption of isothermal hydrostatic equilibrium following
reasey, Theuns & Bower ( 2013 ) and used in Simpson et al. ( 2016 ),

he preliminary study to this work. The initial density of gas cells
epends on the choice of initial gas surface density, � 0 , and gas
raction, f g , as well as the cell’s height h abo v e the mid-plane: 

0 ( h ) = 

� 0 

2 b 0 
sech 2 

(
h 

b 0 

)
, (1) 

 0 = 

f g k B T 0 

m p μ0 πG� 0 
. (2) 

he constant G is the gravitational constant, k B is Boltzmann’s
onstant, and m p is the proton mass. The variable T 0 is the initial
sothermal temperature, chosen to be 10 4 K, and μ0 is the initial
ean molecular weight, chosen to be 0.61. A lower limit to the

nitial gas density of 10 −20 M � pc −3 is imposed affecting cells at
igh h . We choose values of � 0 = 10 M � pc −2 and f g = 0 . 1, which
re similar to the gas surface density and gas fraction of the Milky
ay’s disc at the solar circle (Flynn et al. 2006 ). The quantity b 0 is

he isothermal scale height of the disc and is 100 pc for the models
resented here. The height containing half the mass in the box is
elated to b 0 by h 1/2 = 0.55 b 0 . 

Gas cells are part of a Voronoi mesh that is constructed around
 set of ‘mesh-generating’ points. The bulk of the mesh-generating
oints are distributed with uniform randomness in the horizontal x - y
lane and drawn randomly from a distribution function that follows
quation ( 1 ) in the z direction. The number of points placed in this
ashion is � 0 L 

2 m 

−1 
t , where m t is the target gas mass that the mesh

efinement scheme will seek to maintain during the simulation. For
ur fiducial model with � 0 = 10 M � pc −2 , L = 1 kpc, and m t = 10
 �, this number is 10 6 points. These points are supplemented by

 Cartesian background mesh that fills the entire volume and has
 cell diameter of 50 pc. The Cartesian mesh provides an initial
inimum resolution for the gas in low-density regions at high h .
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nce the simulation begins, the Cartesian mesh deforms according 
he Voronoi mesh generation scheme of AREPO . 

Once these mesh-generating points are placed, and before our 
cience simulations are run, we run the initial conditions with AREPO 

n the ‘mesh-relax’ mode. This mode does not solve gravity, hydro- 
ynamics, or any other physics module, but rather, the code only 
volves the Voronoi mesh using the mesh-regularization algorithm 

Lloyd 1982 ; Springel 2010 ). This algorithm seeks to make cells
ore ‘round’ by moving mesh generating points closer to their cells’

entres of mass. We typically run the initial mesh for approximately 
00 time-steps in this mode with a slightly reduced maximum cell 
pening angle factor of 1.75 (in our science runs, we return to the
efault AREPO value of 2.25) until the mesh no longer changes. After,
as densities are reassigned to the new relaxed mesh based on cells’
ew height h . This step eliminates awkwardly shaped cells that can
esult from the initial random placement of mesh generating points. 
t has the effect of regularizing the mesh in the mid-plane, but leaves
he Cartesian mesh at large h largely unchanged. 

.2 Hydrodynamics and magnetohydrodynamics 

o solve the ideal hydrodynamics equations, we use the second-order 
ccurate moving-mesh code AREPO (Springel 2010 ; Pakmor et al. 
016a ) with a thermal adiabatic index γ of 5/3. 1 We have a target
as mass for cells of 10 M � and we impose a maximum time-step of
.1 Myr. In many of our simulations, ideal magnetohydrodynamics 
MHD) is included with the Powell 8-wave scheme for divergence 
ontrol (Pakmor & Springel 2013 ). When using MHD, an initial seed
eld that varies with height h abo v e the mid-plane is adopted with
 strength of 10 −7 G × sech 4 / 3 ( h/b 0 ), which scales the field as ρ2 / 3 

0 

ollowing equation ( 1 ). Its initial orientation is purely horizontal and
arallel to the gas mid-plane, pointing in the x direction. This initial
onfiguration is divergence free. 

.2.1 Cooling and chemistry 

adiative cooling and chemistry are modelled following Smith 
t al. ( 2014 ) who use atomic and molecular hydrogen chemistry
nd cooling (Glo v er & Mac Low 2007a , b ) along with a simple
reatment for CO chemistry (Nelson & Langer 1997 ; Glo v er & Clark
012 ) with the AREPO code to simulate the chemical evolution of
as in the disc of the MW. Hydrogen is assumed to be present
nitially in fully atomic form, while carbon starts as C 

+ . The other
pecies tracked in our chemical model (H 

+ , H 2 , and CO) develop
s the simulation progresses. The abundances by number relative 
o hydrogen for carbon and oxygen are chosen to be 1.4 × 10 −4 

nd 3.2 × 10 −4 (Sembach et al. 2000 ). The ratio of dust-to-gas is
aken to be 0.01. The abundance of helium relative to hydrogen by
umber is 0.1. A spatially uniform ultraviolet radiation field is applied 
hroughout the volume that has a strength of 1.7 times the Habing
eld (Habing 1968 ), similar to the MW’s interstellar radiation field 
Draine 1978 ). Gas self-shielding and dust shielding locally attenuate 
his field. We account for their effects using the TREECOL algorithm 

Clark, Glo v er & Klessen 2012 ) with a maximum shielding length of
0 pc. Metal cooling of high-temperature gas assuming collisional 
onization equilibrium is included with an assumed constant and 
patially uniform gas metallicity of 1 Z � (Gnat & Ferland 2012 ;
 Any gas in our simulations that is predominantly molecular is generally too 
old to excite the rotational energy levels of H 2 , and hence is well-described 
y an adiabatic index γ = 5/3. 

p  

c  

o  

i  

c  
alch et al. 2015 ). Ionization of atomic and molecular hydrogen
rom CRs is also included with a spatially uniform field that we set
o have a strength of 3 × 10 −17 s −1 for H and twice that value for
 2 (Smith et al. 2014 ). In order to have consistent ionization fields
etween runs done with and without CRs we choose to not use a
patially varying CR energy density field to vary these ionization 
ates. By keeping ionization fields the same between all simulations, 
e can focus on the impact of CR pressure on the phase structure of

he gas. 

.2.2 Thermal pr essur e support 

he low temperature cooling provided by molecular gas and the 
as self-gravity that we employ results in the collapse of gas to
ery high densities. Without a sink for dense gas or ef fecti ve
nergetic feedback, a runaway collapse can occur. To model this 
ollapse, which in the real ISM would result in the creation of dense
olecular cores and stars that have sizes below the resolution of

hese simulations, we limit the pressure used in the Riemann solver.
his approach has been used in AMR codes that place a limit on the
nest mesh refinement level (e.g. Machacek, Bryan & Abel 2001 ).
his approach was used in Simpson et al. ( 2016 ) where a minimum
ell size was enforced. Here we have altered our approach to one
etter suited to a Lagrangian code. We begin with the assumption
f a fixed mass resolution, and then compute the pressure of a Jeans
table cloud that can be resolved at this resolution. 

We assume that a resolved cloud requires N cloud gas cells. For a
xed cell mass m t , this cloud will have a mass of M J = N cloud m t .
e estimate the mean density of a Jeans stable cloud of this mass
ith a mean temperature 10 times our chosen minimum allowed 

emperature (see below). This density is 

max = 

(
2 π

3 N cloud m t 

)2 (
πγ ( γ − 1) u min 

G 

)3 

. (3) 

he pressure of gas at this density and temperature is 

 max = ( γ − 1) u min ρmax , (4) 

here u min is the specific internal energy of gas at 10 times the
inimum temperature, i.e. 50 K. Once gas reaches the temperature 
oor, its pressure will scale linearly with density. Ho we ver, as the gas
ensity rises abo v e ρmax , the mass resolution is insufficient to resolve
 Jeans stable cloud at that mean density. We therefore modify the
uxes computed in the Riemann solver to account for this issue. 
We employ a pressure limit in the Riemann solver that follows

 polytropic equation of state. For gas densities of ρ i in cell i a
inimum limit is imposed for both the left and right states in the
iemann solver: 

 floor , i = P max ×
(

ρi 

ρmax 

)α

. (5) 

he sound speed squared also has a floor of 

 

2 
s , i = γ

P floor , i 

ρi 

. (6) 

For α = 1, the Riemann pressure floor would just be the cell’s
ressure, and the Riemann solver computes fluxes normally. To 
imit the flux of mass into dense clouds, we adopt α > 1. The
urpose of this study is not the detailed evolution of molecular
louds, we instead want to understand the o v erall phase structure
f the ISM, including the hot and warm phases, where this numerical
ssue is not present, so modifying the pressure flows within dense
louds is an acceptable compromise. We have adopted a value of
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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M

Figure 1. Density, temperature, and pressure of gas within 1 kpc of the mid-plane after 100 Myr of evolution for three representative runs with magnetic fields 
and CRs. Models with differing SN explosion placement are shown (see Table 1 ). The fraction of SN explosions placed in dense gas increases from left to right 
(see Section 3.1 for details). The intensity of the colour corresponds to the cumulative mass at each parameter-space coordinate: gas temperature versus mass 
density (top) and thermal pressure versus mass density (bottom). The density where the Riemann pressure floor acti v ates is sho wn with a black dashed line and 
the pressure and temperature limits from the minimum allowed specific thermal energy is shown with cyan dashed lines. 
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= 3, which we found halted the collapse of gas to densities greatly
xceeding ρmax and did not affect the properties and evolution of
as at densities ≤ρmax . Fig. 1 shows the pressures of gas using this
odel. 
For our fiducial resolution, the target cell mass is 10 M � and the
inimum allowed temperature is 5 K. If N cloud is 10 3 , the Jeans mass
 J is 10 4 M �. The maximum stable density of a cloud of this mass at

en times the minimum allowed temperature is ρmax = 3.1 M � pc −3 ,
r 2.1 × 10 −22 g cm 

−3 . In cells greater than this density, our model
djusts pressure gradients to push outward against the strong force
f self-gravity that pulls gas inward. The sound speed criterion is
ecessary to ensure time-stepping remains Courant limited in these
egions. 

We have framed the moti v ation for this model in terms of the Jeans
tability of a gravitating cloud by framing it in terms of the mass of the
loud ( N cloud m t ) and the specific energy of the cloud ( u min ). Ho we ver,
he parameters N cloud and u min in equation ( 3 ) are degenerate with
ach other and the only parameter we have introduced in this model
hat has actual utility in the code is ρmax . Ultimately, it is the value of
max that is germane to the behaviour of the gas. We have performed

ests adjusting ρmax at fixed m t in Appendix A . The evolution
nd properties of our models will be discussed in further sections,
ut Appendix A shows that the pressure floor model adjusts the
aximum gas density reached in the simulation while preserving the
 v erall phase structure of the medium. 
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
.2.3 Gravity 

ravity is included from both a static analytic potential representing
 stellar disc and from the gas self-gravity. 

The analytic stellar potential φ is a function of height h and is re-
ated to the initial gas density and gas fraction via Poisson’s equation: 

 

2 φ = 4 πGρ0 ( h ) ×
(
f −1 

g − 1 
)

. (7) 

he function ρ0 ( h ) is the initial gas density given by equation ( 1 ). 
Gas self-gravity is computed with a tree-based algorithm with an

daptive softening length for gas cells that is related to a cell’s volume
y ∝ V 

1/3 (Springel 2010 ). We impose a minimum softening length of 

min = 

(
m t 

ρmax 

)1 / 3 

(8) 

or the fiducial model simulations the value of εmin = 1.48 pc. The
ree algorithm utilizes an Ewald summation to capture long range
ravitational forces at infinite distances across the periodic x and y
oundaries (Springel et al. 2021 ). 

.2.4 Mesh refinement and resolution 

as cells can be split or combined following a set of refinement
nd derefinement criteria that are dependent on the cells’ masses,

art/stac3601_f1.eps
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Figure 2. Resolution elements within 1 kpc of the mid-plane for three representative runs after 100 Myr of evolution that include magnetic fields and cosmic 
rays, and SN explosions. The ‘cell diameter’ (defined as (6 V i / π ) (1/3) where V i is the cell volume) is plotted versus the cell gas density. The colour intensity 
indicates the number of cells at each cell diameter and density. The magenta lines trace constant cell mass at the target gas mass m t = 10 M �(dashed) and at 
2 × and 0.5 × m t (dotted). The diameter corresponding to the maximum cell volume (yellow dashed line) and the density where the pressure floor acti v ates 
(grey dashed line) are also shown. Twice the cooling radius of an SNR with an explosion energy of 10 51 erg is shown as a function of background density (e.g. 
Draine 2011 , ∝ ( ρ/ m p ) −0.42 , blue dashed line). 
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olumes, and Jeans lengths. Cells are refined to maintain masses 
ithin a factor of two of the target cell mass m t . Cells are also

efined in order to limit the volume ratio between adjacent cells 
o be no more than 10. In cases where the cell’s diameter is more
han four times the Jeans length (following Truelo v e et al. 1997 ) or
here the maximum pressure difference among neighbouring cells 

s more than 10 times the cell’s pressure, refinement is also applied.
his latter criterion is only applied in gas less dense than ρmax . No
ell is allowed to have a volume greater than 2.5 × 10 5 pc 3 (which
orresponds to an ef fecti ve radius of 31 pc) and no limit is set for the
inimum allowed cell volume. 
The gas pressure floor and minimum softening halts the collapse 

f dense gas and truncates the distribution of cell sizes. We define an
verage cell diameter as (6 V i / π ) 1/3 . Fig. 2 shows the distribution of
ell diameters for a few sample simulation outputs. The cell radius
t which the pressure floor becomes rele v ant is belo w 2 pc, so only
 small fraction of the simulation volume is co v ered by these cells.
o we ver, these cells can contain a large amount of mass if numerous

nough. Other scales of the ISM are well resolved. The scale height of
he disc and the SN remnant (SNR) cooling radius at the volumetric
verage gas density are resolved by many cells unaffected by the 
ressure floor. The cooling radius at the mass-weighted average 
ensity is also a factor of ∼3 greater than the median cell radius. 
Fig. 1 shows the phase space distribution that results from this

iemann pressure floor model. The dense gas supply is heavily 
nfluenced by the SN placement model, discussed in future sections, 
ut the behaviour of gas with pressure below the Riemann pressure
oor (shown by the cyan line in Fig. 1 ) is limited by this model.
his gas consists of dense clouds as can be seen by eye in Fig. 4 .
e do not address the internal structure or evolution of these clouds

s this polytropic model is not intended to capture the physics that
egulates those properties. We note that the deposition of feedback 
nergy in these clouds will raise the pressure locally and thus make
he pressure floor non-rele v ant for those affected cells. Appendix A
escribes in more detail how this model behaves with different model 
ssumptions. 
.3 Cosmic ray energy and transport 

Rs are modelled as a second fluid with an adiabatic index of
CR = 4/3 as described by Pfrommer et al. ( 2017a ). This fluid

racks and evolves the energy density of CRs and couples the CR
uid to the thermal gas fluid via the CR pressure. We additionally

nclude CR transport in the form of anisotropic diffusion as described
y Pakmor et al. ( 2016b ). This model assumes a spatially and
emporally constant diffusion coefficient κ along the direction of 
he magnetic field in the cell and zero in all other directions. We use
 fiducial value of κ of 10 28 cm 

2 s −1 (and vary it from 10 27 to 10 29 

m 

2 s −1 to address the uncertainties associated with this choice). 
he CR energy density in our simulations evolves according to this
quation: 

∂ε CR 

∂t 
+ ∇ ·[ ε CR v − κb ( b ·∇ ε CR )] = −P CR ∇ ·v −  CR + � CR , (9) 

here ε CR is the energy density of CRs, v is the gas velocity,
b is a unit vector in the direction of the local magnetic field,
 CR is the CR pressure, � CR is CR energy injected in SNe,
nd  CR is the loss of CR energy from hadronic and Coulomb
rocesses. 
These Coulomb and hadronic processes are dependent on the 

nergy spectrum of CRs. Unlike schemes that dynamically follow 

he CR energy spectrum on top of the MHD (Girichidis et al. 2020 ,
022 ), the two-fluid model we use does not self-consistently track
he spectrum of CRs, and therefore, we employ the assumption of
n equilibrium spectrum that balances CR injection and loss (Enßlin 
t al. 2007 ; Pfrommer et al. 2017a ). We assume that all Coulomb
osses and one-sixth of hadronic losses are thermalized, resulting in 
 transfer of CR energy to thermal energy. The remaining hadronic
osses (5/6) are assumed to be directly lost to gamma-rays and
eutrinos, which are radiated away for the optically thin conditions 
f the ISM. 
For the adopted typical spectral index of shock-accelerated CRs 

f αinj = 2 . 2 (Caprioli, Haggerty & Blasi 2020 ; Haggerty & Caprioli
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 3. Top: Power spectra of kinetic energy within 250 pc of the box 
mid-plane at different times ranging from 1 to 200 Myr in simulation C0.5, 
which contains CRs and magnetic fields. The Kolmogorov turbulence slope 
of −5/3 is indicated by a dotted line. Bottom: Power spectra of magnetic 
energy in the same volume shown with dashed lines. For comparison, the 
power spectrum of kinetic energy at 150 Myr from the top panel is shown. 
The power-law slope of −5/3 is also indicated. 
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020 ), the Coulomb loss rate is taken from (Pfrommer et al. 2017a ): 

 Coul = 2 . 78 × 10 −16 
( n e 

cm 

−3 

)(
ε CR 

erg cm 

−3 

)
erg s −1 cm 

−3 (10) 

nd the hadronic loss rate by 

 hadr = 7 . 44 × 10 −16 
( n e 

cm 

−3 

)(
ε CR 

erg cm 

−3 

)
erg s −1 cm 

−3 . (11) 

hese rates are used during the running of the simulation to provide
ources and sinks to the CR and thermal fluids as we have described.

.4 SN injection models 

N explosions are modelled as discrete events depositing 10 51 erg
f energy in the simulation when they occur. They are deposited in
he gas by injecting energy into the 32 closest cells surrounding the
ite selected for the explosion. This site can either be the centre of a
as cell with a desired property or a point in space selected by other
riteria. 

The SN energy that is injected is split between thermal energy
nd CR energy. We choose to inject 10 per cent of the SN energy in
Rs and 90 per cent in thermal energy. This value is consistent with
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
revious models (e.g. Simpson et al. 2016 ) and some observations
e.g. Morlino & Caprioli 2012 ) but may be on the high side
f acceptable values if magnetic obliquity-dependent acceleration
fficiencies are integrated around the entire supernova remnant
Caprioli & Spitko vsk y 2014 ; P ais et al. 2018 ). Both types of energy
re injected proportionally to a cell’s volume in the SN region. In
odels without CRs, all 10 51 erg of energy is deposited in thermal

nergy. The chemical composition of cells are not adjusted during
he injection. 

We use two methods for SN explosion placement. The first method
called FF) was used in Simpson et al. ( 2016 ) and selects SN
xplosion locations based on a local SFR computed from the local
ynamical free-fall time: 

fr ff i = ε
m i 

t ff ,i 
, (12) 

here m i is the mass of cell i , ε is a star formation efficiency (we
dopt 1 per cent), and t ff, i is the dynamical free-fall time within the
as cell: 

 ff ,i = 

√ 

3 π

32 Gρb , i 
. (13) 

he dynamical free-fall time is a function of the baryon density with
he cell ρb, i , which is the sum of the gas density ρ i and the stellar

ass density given by the background potential profile. 
We assume the rate of SN explosions in each cell is related to sfr ff i 

y the factor of 1.8 explosions per 100 M � of newly formed stars.
he probability of a superno va e xplosion at the position of cell i in

ime step � t is therefore 

 

ff 
i = sfr ff i × 1 . 8 SNe 

100 M �
× �t, (14) 

here we have assumed that � t � t ff, i . Indeed, this is the case as
een in Fig. A3 in Appendix B where we see that t ff is well abo v e
he maximum time-step of 0.1 Myr. In dense gas where t ff is shorter,
he time-steps are typically much less than 0.1 Myr in order that the
volution of the thermal gas is Courant limited. 

The second method of SN placement (called MIX) adds a random-
lacement component to the FF model. This component reflects SN
xplosions that do not occur in their natal molecular cloud, such
s those arising from run-away massive stars, or that occur in star-
orming environments where dense gas has already been cleared
way by prior SN explosions, photoionization or winds from Wolf–
ayet stars. For this method, we select a fraction of randomly placed
N explosions, f rand , and divide the total number of SN explosions
etween the two modes. The total number of SN explosions is fixed
ccording to the empirical Kennicutt–Schmidt relation (Kennicutt
998 ) that gives the surface density of star formation �̇ KS = 2 . 5 ×
0 −4 � 

1 . 4 
g (M � kpc −2 yr −1 ), as a function of gas surface density � g 

M � pc −2 ). The number of randomly placed SN explosions in time
tep � t is 

 rand = �̇ KS × L 

2 
box ×

1 . 8 SNe 

100 M �
× f rand �t. (15) 

N explosions injected in this mode are placed with uniform random-
ess in the horizontal x − y plane. Their vertical z position is drawn
andomly from a distribution function that follows equation ( 1 ), so
hat events are concentrated in the mid-plane. These randomly placed
N explosions therefore represent a population of core-collapse
 vents from massi ve stars, ho we ver, explosions from Type Ia SN
ould also have no spatial correlation with dense gas, but would also
ot depend on the Kennicutt–Schmidt relation. 
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Table 1. List of simulations. 

Simulation f rand MHD CR κ (cm 

2 s −1 ) 

HFF – no no –
CFF – yes yes 10 28 

H0.1–H1.0 ∗ 0.1–1.0 no no –
C0.1–C1.0 ∗ 0.1–1.0 yes yes 10 28 

CFF- κ27-29 ∗∗ – yes yes 10 27 –10 29 

C0.5- κ27-29 ∗∗ 0.5 yes yes 10 27 –10 29 

CFF-adv † – yes yes 0 
C0.5-adv † 0.5 yes yes 0 

Notes . ∗These simulations vary f rand from a value of 0.1 to 1.0 as indicated in 
the simulation label. 
∗∗These simulations vary the CR diffusivity κ from a value of 10 27 cm 

2 s −1 

to 10 29 cm 

2 s −1 . The value of Log( κ) is indicated in the simulation label. 
† These simulations include the CR fluid, but only allow it to advect with the 
thermal gas; the diffusion term from equation ( 9 ) is not included (i.e. κ = 0). 
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The remaining SN explosions in MIX are placed according to local 
as properties in a manner similar to FF. Each cell is given a local
FR for this mode: 

fr mix 
i = sfr ff i × �̇ KS L 

2 
box ∑ 

sfr ff i 

× (1 − f rand ) (16) 

nd the probability p 

mix 
i of an SN explosion occurring at the position

f cell i is computed in the same way as equation ( 14 ). 
By normalizing the local SFR in this way, the MIX model fixes the

lobal SFR rate to the Kennicutt–Schmidt rate, while maintaining the 
elative spatial differences in the SFR used to place SNR in the non-
andom mode due to variations in gas density. In the MIX model, the
lobal SFR is adjusted o v er time as gas flows out of the simulation
ox at the outflow boundaries and � g decreases. In the FF model, the
lobal SFR varies due to changes in local gas properties, the effect
f which is reflected in the global rate because the global rate is the
um of all the local SFRs. 

The net result of increasing f rand is that more SN energy will
e coupled to low density gas on injection. Given our Lagrangian 
esh refinement scheme, this means the injection zones in models 
ith larger f rand , while al w ays comprising 32 cells and containing

pproximately 320 M �of gas, will occupy a larger volume. Ho we ver,
he mesh resolution requirement for capturing the cooling of SN 

nergy deposited on a mesh decreases with decreasing background 
ensity (e.g. Simpson et al. 2015 ). Also, the cooling time in low
ensity gas in runs where it dominates the volume is typically longer
han the simulation time (see Fig. A3 ). 

F or consistenc y with the assumed SFR we compute locally, we
lso employ a step of draining star forming gas from cells and re-
njecting it onto the mesh to account for gas loss from star formation.
his is done instantaneously within a time step, but a very small
mount of gas is cycled in this way, reflecting the low efficiency of
tar formation on the scales we consider here. At each time step and
n each cell i , we estimate the amount of gas mass that goes into
tars as sfr i × � t . For the FF model, sfr i is simply sfr ff i and for the

IX model, it is sfr mix 
i / (1 − f rand ). If this mass is less than the mass

f the cell, it is remo v ed. Once all star forming mass is drained, the
otal amount of gas is redistributed on the mesh. In this redistribution
hase, each cell receives an amount of gas proportional to ρ0 ( h i )(1/ f g 

1) V i , which is the mass of stars implied by our assumed potential,
as fraction, and the cell volume. When mass is drained the specific
R energy is kept constant, resulting in a loss of CR energy. When
as is injected, the specific CR energy is changed to keep the CR
nergy constant. Thus, this cycling of star-forming gas is a net sink
or CRs but not a source of CR heating. The magnetic energy is kept
xed during both steps. 
Our SN injection model does not directly inject kinetic or 
agnetic energy, but the pressure forces caused by the injection 

f thermal energy induces gas motions that results in a turbulent 
edium, which in turn, amplifies the seed field. Fig. 3 shows the

evelopment of the turbulent spectrum of kinetic energy that has 
 Kolmogorov-like slope from scales of pcs to tens of pcs and
aturates very early in the simulation. The spectrum of magnetic 
nergy (also sho wn) gro ws more slowly but also reaches saturation by
00 Myr. 

 H OW  C R S  MEDIATE  T H E  EFFECT  O F  SN  

XPLOSIONS  O N  ISM  STRUCTURE  

n this section we focus on how the structure of the ISM changes
hen different models for SN placement are applied. The models for
N placement that we test vary the number of SN explosions placed
n high-density gas and the number of remnants placed randomly in
he mid-plane. We explore how varying the fraction of SN energy
oupled to low density gas (in models with high numbers of randomly
laced SN explosions) increases the volume filling factor of hot gas
 ≥2 × 10 4 K) and we will then explore how the presence of CR
ressure modifies this effect. Table 1 summarizes the simulations 
un to model these effects. 

.1 Varying the placement of SN explosions 

ig. 4 shows a snapshot of the state of the gas after 100 Myr of
volution in a representative sample of our models with different 
N explosion placement. It shows the central kpc of each simulation
olume that includes the multiphase mid-plane gas. Fig. 4 shows 
hat gas in the mid-plane becomes more porous as models include
igher fractions of randomly placed SN explosions. In models 
ith predominantly random SN explosions, a ‘thermal runaway’ 
ccurs in the mid-plane, where the coupling between SN energy 
nd dense gas is inefficient and where gas self-gravity and radiative
ooling cause clouds to become denser and denser. Subsequent 
xplosions tend to occur in hot, rarefied gas as the hot phase
ccupies most of the volume (e.g. McKee & Ostriker 1977 ). This
eats gas further, and the end result is that the volume fraction
lled by gas with temperatures in excess of 2 × 10 5 K exceeds
0 per cent. In models with high f rand , the mid-plane mass becomes
ominated by a population of dense, self-gravitating clouds. The 
ize of these clouds is regulated by the Riemann pressure floor that
cts to keep them Jeans stable, i.e. prevents them from collapsing
urther. 

In models with low f rand , SN energy couples to dense gas more
fficiently because of the placement of more SN explosions in 
ense gas. This ‘peak dri ving’ pre vents gas from collapsing to dense
louds, consistent with previous studies (e.g. Walch et al. 2015 ). In
hese models, ‘warm gas’ (with temperatures between 300 K and 
 × 10 5 K) dominates the volume. 
Fig. 5 sho ws ho w this process proceeds o v er time through the

volution of mid-plane properties. In the MIX models, the global 
FR is fixed to the Kennicutt–Schmidt rate of the box. All the
IX models begin with the same SFR, but as time goes on,

nd as gas is lost from the box through outflows (the topic of a
ompanion paper), the SFR drops because the gas surface density 
rops. 
In the FF model, the SFR is the sum of all the local rates given

y equation 12 ), i.e. determined only by the local gas density and
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 4. Projections of gas number density of the central square kiloparsec of models with CRs (top two rows) and without CRs (bottom two rows). In each 
pair of rows, two orthogonal projections are shown: edge-on (top) and face-on (bottom). From left to right, simulations with varying SNR injection models are 
shown, and are in order MIX models with f rand = 1, 0.7, 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1, and then the FF model. 
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ree-fall time, instead of being fixed to a global rate. This gives an
nitial rate close to the Kennicut–Schmidt rate, but due to the initial
adiative cooling of the mid-plane gas, a modest initial starburst
ccurs that gives a 50 per cent enhancement in the SFR. By 50 Myr,
his burst is arrested and an equilibrium state is reached in the FF
odel that balances radiative cooling, SN energy injection, and mass-

oss through outflows, resulting in a near constant SFR and median
id-plane gas properties. The volume-weighted median mid-plane

as density and temperature (defined as the density and temperature
hat bisect the volume-weighted distributions of these quantities),
re essentially constant (0.3 cm 

−3 and 7000 K), and the height of the
entral gas layer (defined as the height containing half the original
as mass) is also essentially constant in FF. 

In the MIX models, the mid-plane evolution proceeds differently
nd depends strongly on f rand . There appear to be two attractor
olutions to which MIX models will evolve: one is the thermal
unaway solution, which occurs when f rand ≥ 0.6 and the other is
he peak driving solution, which occurs when f rand ≤ 0.5. In the
hermal runaway state, mid-plane gas evolves to gas densities below
0 −3 cm 

−3 and temperatures in excess of 10 7 K. 
The vertical distribution of gas also bifurcates into two states.
ith large f rand the mass in the mid-plane collapses to pressure-floor

upported clumps as seen in Fig. 4 that then results in a gas layer
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
ith a height given by the ratio of the Jeans mass we resolve ( M J )
nd the density ( ρmax ) where the pressure floor kicks in: 

 min = 

(
3 

4 π

M J 

ρmax 

)1 / 3 

∼ 12 pc . (17) 

ith a small f rand , the height of the gas layer e xtends abo v e 100 pc. In
he MIX models with a small f rand , the height of the gas layer does not
each an equilibrium, unlike FF, because the global SFR is larger and
oes not respond to instantaneous changes in the mid-plane; it adjusts
ownward only when gas is lost through the outflow boundaries. This
esults in a constant puffing up of the mid-plane gas layer. 

The closest model to an ‘intermediate’ state between the two
ttractor solutions is the f rand = 0.6 model (pink lines in Fig. 5 ).
t has a slower rise in its gas scale height in the first 100 Myr and
 mid-plane gas density close to the peak driving runs at 50 Myr.
o we ver, this state is not stable, and after 100 Myr, it evolves to the

hermal runaway case. 
In later sections, we will discuss how the e volution sho wn in

ig. 5 varies when CR energy transport is altered, or when CRs are
xcluded all together. In most of our models, the two general solutions
escribed here appear to be the stable states that the simulated ISM is
ri ven to; what v aries when the energy partition or the CR transport is

art/stac3601_f4.eps
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Figure 5. Evolution of mid-plane properties for simulations with CRs. Top left-hand panel: Height containing half the original gas mass within the box. The 
minimum radius of a Jeans stable cloud assumed by the pressure floor model is shown by a dashed line. Top right-hand panel: The total star formation rate of the 
box, which seeds the SNR injection rate. Bottom left-hand panel: The volume-weighted median gas number density within 50 pc of the mid-plane. We compute 
this median value with respect to cell volume, i.e. this is the density at which half the volume is at lower densities and half at higher. Bottom right-hand panel: The 
volume-weighted median gas temperature within 50 pc of the mid-plane. We adopt the same volume-weighted median definition as in the number density panel. 
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ltered is the timing of the evolution and the tipping-point of energy
njection that divides one state from another. 

Fig. 6 shows the differences in the distributions of mid-plane 
as between the peak-driving and thermal run-away states. The 
istribution in Log( n ) ( n is the gas number density) follows a skewed
og-normal distribution in the peak driving case, with the skewness 
xtending to the low density side. The distribution in the thermal 
unaway case follows approximately a power law in Log( n ), with
hree bumps: one at densities abo v e ρmax due to pressure-floor
upported gas clumps; one at Log( n ) = 0, where the peak driving
istributions peak; and one at Log( n ) =−3 where the distribution
urns o v er. We note that the v olume-weighted a verage of n and the
 olume-weighted a verage of Log( n ) occur at different n , with the
verage in Log( n ) occurring at lower n . 

Fig. 6 also shows the vertical distribution of gas density. Simu-
ations in the thermal runaway case have a rapid fall off in density
eyond 11 pc, approximately the radius of a Jeans stable cloud at
he Riemann pressure floor. For simulations in the peak driving case, 
he gas density falls off much more gradually. The typical e-folding 
eight of gas (the height where the gas surface density drops by
/e), is less than 20 pc in the first case and between 50 and 150 pc

n the second case. We note that our simulations do not include a e
ircumgalactic medium (CGM) component that the disc medium 

an interact with, which would likely impact these vertical profiles 
t larger heights. 

.2 Mid-plane energy partition 

he phase structure differences we have described correlate with 
ifferent energetic balances within the ISM. Fig. 7 shows the spatial
istribution of CR energy and temperature, along with the ratio of
hermal energy to the three other energies in the simulation, magnetic, 
R, and kinetic. We define these ratios as βmag , βCR , and βkin : 

kin = 

ε therm 

1 
2 ρv 2 

, (18) 

CR = 

ε therm 

ε CR 
, (19) 

mag = 

ε therm 

B 

2 / (8 π ) 
, (20) 

here ε therm 

is the thermal energy density. A β value of 1 indicates
 cell with equal amounts of thermal energy and the non-thermal
nergy under consideration. 
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 6. Top: Volume-weighted probability density functions (PDFs) of 
gas density within 50 pc of the mid-plane for simulations with cosmic ray 
diffusion after 100 Myr of evolution. The PDFs shown are of the logarithms of 
the gas number density, Log( n ). Bottom: Surface density of gas in the vertical 
direction for models with cosmic ray diffusion after 100 Myr of evolution. 
The simulation volume abo v e and below the mid-plane are combined and the 
mid-plane is at height 0. The height where the gas surface density drops by 
1/ e from the peak value at the mid-plane is indicated for each run. 
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In all models, the CR energy density is quite smooth throughout
he mid-plane, with the exception of the location of very young
N explosions. The thermal gas energy varies more, so the spatial
ariation of βCR is set primarily by the thermal energy. In the peak
riving runs, most of the volume is dominated by CR energy and
nly in regions with young SNRs does thermal energy dominate due
o our prescribed injection ratio of CRs. In thermal runaway runs,

ost of the volume is dominated by thermal energy and CRs only
ominate in cold, dense clouds. 
The o v erall energy density of CRs does vary between high and

ow f rand runs, with a higher CR energy density level found in the
id-plane in the peak-driving runs with lower f rand . With most of the

olume of the peak-driving runs being filled with warm ( ∼10 4 K) gas
ather than hot ( ∼10 7 K) gas (as in the thermal-runaway case), on
arge scales the CR energy dominates the volume in the peak-driving
ase, unlike the thermal-runaway case. 

High magnetic energy density is largely confined, in both types
f model, to only the densest gas and is therefore subdominant in
ost of the mid-plane volume. In models with large peak driving,

he ratio of thermal to turbulent energy can vary on quite short length
cales. In models with large random driving, the thermal energy is
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
o great and the gas density so low that the thermal energy exceeds
he turbulent energy. 

In the thermal-runaway case (e.g. C0.7), the thermal energy
ominates on large scales and it is only in the dense clouds where
agnetic and kinetic energies can dominate. These clouds are

trongly self-gra vitating, b ut are subject to the pressure limiter, so
heir internal properties should be regarded in that light. In the peak-
riving case (e.g. C0.5), the kinetic and thermal energies are nearly
n equipartition on large scales, but have variations on smaller scales
ollo wing v ariations in the local thermal temperature and density
hich span a smaller dynamic range. 
In all runs, the magnetic βmag is large ( > 10) in most of the volume.

ockets where it is less than unity correlate with areas of dense gas,
o we ver in peak-dri ving runs (e.g. C0.5), there is a larger fraction of
he volume with βmag ∼ 1, found in ∼1000 K gas. 

The trends on large scales are summarized in Fig. 8 . Models of the
SM at the solar circle have long indicated that the different pressures
n the ISM, thermal, kinetic, CR, and magnetic, are nearly in
quipartition at the mid-plane (Boulares & Cox 1990 ). The thermal-
una way models hav e larger densities of thermal energy in the mid-
lane; ho we ver, the other energetic components of the ISM are not
qui v alently ele v ated, so that no other energy component is more
han 10 per cent of the thermal energy density. This contrasts with
he peak-driving runs in which the kinetic energy density is within
 factor of a few of the thermal energy density and the CR energy
ensity is typically a factor of 2–3 higher than the thermal energy
ensity. The magnetic energy density is below 10 per cent of the
hermal energy consistent with the saturation strength expected for a
mall-scale turbulent dynamo. By construction we lack cosmological
Marinacci & Vogelsberger 2016 ; Pakmor et al. 2017 ; Pfrommer et al.
021 ) and disc amplification mechanisms (Shukurov et al. 2006 ) that
ould amplify the magnetic field beyond this strength. 

.3 Evolution of the CR energy 

he βCR parameter is determined by the evolution of the thermal
as, but also by the evolution of the CR fluid, which Fig. 7 shows
oes not have the same dependence on the phase structure of the
as as the thermal energy does. There are several source and sink
erms for the CR energy (see equation 9 ) in our simulations. There
s the injection of CR energy through our SN feedback model ( � CR );
diabatic changes of the CR fluid due to gas motions ( −P CR ∇ ·v ); CR
ooling from both hadronic and Coulomb losses (  CR ); and losses
ue to star formation that arise when we remo v e star-forming mass
rom a cell and keep the specific CR energy constant. In addition, CR
nergy can be lost through the outflow boundary, either adv ectiv ely
r dif fusi vely. 
Fig. 9 shows the evolution of the total CR energy in two repre-

entative simulations and the evolution of all the source and sink
erms. These simulations create an outflow from the mid-plane. This
s associated with a net expansion in the gravitationally stratified
tmosphere and hence, a net adiabatic loss of CR energy. It is
his work that is the dominant loss. In the model with the thermal
unaway, the CR injection and adiabatic losses appear to be nearly
n equilibrium, so CRs expand from the mid-plane almost as soon
s they are injected. Due to the injection of CR energy in a low
ensity medium, it almost immediately expands adiabatically. In
odels with peak driving, CR energy does not expand as readily and

emains confined to the warm layer of gas for a longer period of time.
his also results in a different amount of CR energy being lost across

he outflow boundaries, with it being higher in the thermal runaway
odels. 
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Figure 7. Thin projections of mid-plane gas properties in the C0.7 and C0.5 models after 100 Myr of evolution. The central 100 pc of the box are projected 
along the vertical axis showing a face-on view and the full width of the box (1 kpc × 1 kpc) is shown. Left-hand panels: the panels show, from top to bottom, 
the gas density; the CR energy density weighted by the gas density; and the gas temperature weighted by the gas density. Right-hand panels: these panels show 

the ratio of energy column density maps for different energetic components. From top to bottom, we show thermal energy density to magnetic energy density 
( βmag ); the thermal energy density to CR energy density ( βCR ); and the thermal energy density to kinetic energy density ( βkin ). White indicates regions of equal 
energy density and red thermally dominated regions. 

Figur e 8. Ener gy ratios βkin , βCR , and βmag of gas within 50 pc of the 
mid-plane. Quantities are averaged from snapshots between 95 and 104 Myr. 
The thermal energy density is defined as the sum of all cells’ thermal energy 
divided by the total volume of the mid-plane region (1 kpc × 1 kpc × 100 pc). 
The ratios shown are the thermal-to-kinetic energy ( βkin , circles), the thermal- 
to-CR energy (squares), and the thermal-to-magnetic energy (triangles). 
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There are small differences in the amount of energy injected 
ecause there is a small difference in the SFR of these models,
hich sets this term. The losses due to gas removal by star formation

re cumulatively small, amounting to at most a few SN explosions
orth of energy and subdominant in all cases. 
The CR cooling is similar in both models. Ho we ver, it is less than

he adiabatic losses in both cases. Thus, the CR energy contributes
o the powering of outflows from the mid-plane. Also in both cases,
he hadronic cooling losses dominate o v er the Coulomb losses by a
actor of more than 2.5. While the thermal runaway model has more
as mass at high densities, which has a higher rate of CR-nucleon
ollisions, it occupies such a small volume that it only remo v es a
mall amount of CR energy. In the peak driving run, the CR cooling
pproaches the adiabatic losses and arises from the warm neutral 
hase of gas that occupies a large volume in this run. 
In summary, the reason the mid-plane thermal energy density 

ominates o v er the CR energy density in the thermal runaway runs
s the fragmentation of the mid-plane gas. This results in the dual
ffects of thermally heating the mid-plane gas to high temperatures 
nd allowing for the more efficient outflow of CR energy deposited
n the mid-plane, producing an o v erall drop in CR energy in the
alculation. In the peak-driving case, the stability of the warm gas
ayer results in o v erall lower mid-plane thermal temperatures and
he less efficient escape of CR energy through P d V work. The only
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Comparison of the CR energy evolution for the C0.7 run (left-hand panel) which undergoes a thermal runaway and the C0.5 run (right-hand panel) 
which does not and has warm ( ∼10 4 K) gas filling most of the mid-plane volume. The quantities shown are summed o v er the entire simulation domain. The 
instantaneous CR energy is shown (solid black line) and source and loss quantities are shown as cumulative sums over time. The source term is the injection of 
CRs from SNe (black dashed). The loss terms shown are CR cooling from hadronic and Coulomb processes (red dashed); losses from the removal of star-forming 
gas from the mesh (blue dashed); adiabatic losses (green dashed); adiabatic losses o v er the outflow boundary (orange dotted); and dif fusi ve losses from the 
outflow boundary cells (magenta dotted). The adiabatic boundary losses are the sum of the CR energy flux o v er the outflow boundaries from cells with faces on 
those boundaries. The dif fusi ve boundary losses are the change in CR energy of boundary cells before and after the diffusion solver updates its solution. 
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ther sink term rele v ant in the mid-plane, CR cooling, is not efficient
nough to alter the trend in the CR energy evolution, and the total
mount of CRs in the calculation stabilizes to a near equilibrium.
he o v erall result is a medium where CR energy density dominates
 v er thermal energy density. 

.4 Fast, slow, and no CRs: the impact of CR pr essur e and 

ransport on the mid-plane structure 

he phase structure of the gas impacts the evolution of the CR energy
s we have sho wn, but ho w do the CRs feed back on these structures?
o w dynamically rele v ant are CRs to the phase structure evolution
e have described? 
We have already considered the impact of removing CRs from the

alculation altogether. Fig. 4 gives a visual impression of the impact
f CRs in the calculation, contrasting projections of gas density in
uns with and without CRs. The models without CR diffusion do not
rack CR energy density and all SN energy is deposited in the form
f thermal energy. The only energies in the gas are therefore thermal
nd kinetic. Figs 10 and 11 show a comparison of mid-plane gas
roperties and evolution between these sets of runs. 
The FF models with and without CRs behave virtually identically

n their volumetric mid-plane gas properties but show a difference in
he o v erall height of the mid-plane gas layer and the global SFR. The
ifference in the mid-plane layer thickness is due to the enhancement
f the o v erall pressure due to the CRs that puffs up the mid-plane
as. The enhanced SFR can be understood as the result of the effect
f CRs on denser clouds which determine the global SFR in the FF
odel. The presence of CRs reduces the mass of dense gas at the
id-plane, which in turn depresses the SFR. We will further explore

he impact of pressure on dense gas in Section 3.5 . 
The two selected MIX models behave differently with and without

Rs. As shown in Fig. 10 , the model with 70 per cent random SNe
volves more quickly to a thermal runaway without CRs: the mid-
lane density drops more quickly and the mid-plane temperature
ises more quickly. In the simulation with CRs, the median mid-
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
lane density does drop below 0.01 cm 

−3 and the temperature rises
bo v e 10 6 K, it just takes somewhat longer to do so. By contrast,
n the run with 50 per cent random SN explosions, the two cases
volve to different states. The run without CRs undergoes a thermal
unaway, but the run with CRs evolves to the peak driving state. We
ote that some of the differences seen in the FF model in the scale
eight and SFR are not at play in the MIX models in the same way.
n the MIX models, the global SFR is purely a function of the mass
f gas remaining in the volume (i.e. gas not lost due to outflows) and
s not an indicator of the gas density. 

Figs 4 , 10 , and 11 show that the fraction of random SN events
ecessary to precipitate a thermal runaway is higher and occurs over
 much narrower range of f rand when CRs are included. 

In the setup tested here, the models with a 50 per cent random
raction represent a ‘tipping point’ of the dynamical evolution and
re therefore an interesting case to consider. This value of f rand 

epresents a separatrix between two attractor solutions of the system:
he thermal runaway and the self-regulated peak-driving solutions.
Rs change where this tipping-point occurs in addition to softening

he vertical gas density gradient and causing the emergence of cooler
nd smoother galactic outflows in comparison to purely SN driven,
allistic outflows (Simpson et al. 2016 ; Girichidis et al. 2018 ). 
The microphysics underlying the choice of the CR diffusion

oefficient κ is complex and depends on the specifics of CR
lasma physics. A correct modelling of the plasma physics of
R transport would imply resolving the interplay of CR-driven

nstabilities (Kulsrud & Pearce 1969 ; Shalaby, Thomas & Pfrommer
021 ) and various Alfv ́en wave damping processes (Guo & Oh
008 ) so that the resulting level of Alfv ́en waves (in-)efficiently
catters CRs and thus set their transport speed (with a lower level of
lfv ́en waves implying less efficient CR scattering and thus faster
if fusi ve transport). Ho we ver, the large scale-separation between the
R gyroradius, where the wave-particle scattering happens, and the
xtent of galaxies precludes a direct plasma-dynamical modelling
ut instead argues for using a non-equilibrium fluid theory of CRs
Zweibel 2017 ; Jiang & Oh 2018 ; Thomas & Pfrommer 2019 ). 
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Figure 10. Evolution of models with (solid) and without (dashed) CRs compared. The panels shown are the same as Fig. 5 . The SN explosion placement 
models shown are the FF model (pure peak-driving) and two MIX models with f rand of 0.7 and 0.5. The f rand = 0.5 models e volve dif ferently with and without 
CRs. The presence of CRs is able to flip the model from the thermal runaway solution to the peak driving solution. 
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In the self-confinement picture of CR transport, the CR diffusion 
oef ficient κ v aries spatially and temporally as a result of the different
alance of the Alfv ́en wav e e xcitation and damping processes
Thomas & Pfrommer 2019 ; Thomas, Pfrommer & Pakmor 2021 ; 
homas & Pfrommer 2022 ) and CRs are transported as a superposi-

ion of advection, streaming and diffusion as can be inferred from the
adio brightness profiles of radio-emitting non-thermal filaments in 
he Galactic centre (Thomas et al. 2020 ). Although this picture may
e in tension with observations of CR spectra (Hopkins et al. 2022 ) 
To study the sensitivity of our results to the diffusivity of the CR

uid, we have run the CFF and C0.5 models with different values of κ
hat bracket our fiducial value, between 10 27 and 10 29 cm 

2 s −1 . This
nables us to assess whether the locus of the separatrix discussed
bo v e also depends on the value of the CR dif fusion coef ficient, and
herefore how sensitive our ISM model would be to the details of
he self-confinement picture. Our fiducial value of κ is moti v ated 
y observations of the fluxes of secondary-to-primary nuclei, such 
s the boron-to-carbon ratio measured at the Earth (e.g. Evoli et al.
020 ). We have also tested these models without dif fusi ve transport
 κ = 0), where the CR fluid is perfectly coupled to the thermal gas. 

In our model, CRs diffuse along magnetic field lines and their 
if fusi vity is set by the coefficient κ , which is the diffusion coefficient
f the CR fluid in the direction of the local magnetic field according
o equation ( 9 ) (in our model, the physical dif fusion coef ficient is 0
n all directions perpendicular to b so any remaining perpendicular 
iffusion is of a purely numerical nature). We have demonstrated 
ow the presence of CR pressure in the mid-plane affects the
ragmentation of the ISM. Varying the dif fusi vity of the CR fluid
y adjusting κ will impact the energy density of CRs in the mid-
lane, thereby influencing the ISM dynamics. 
Fig. 12 shows the evolution of the mid-plane medium with 

ifferent transport and SN explosion placement models. With the 
FF model, runs with dif ferent κ e volve to the same mid-plane
ensity structure, and show little difference from the non-CR 

odels. There is a modest change in the mid-plane height of gas,
here h 1/2 increases with decreasing κ . 
With the C0.5 model, the mid-plane height of gas also increases

ith decreasing κ , but the effect is much more dramatic, o v er an order
f magnitude. The mid-plane density evolution shows that while the 
ducial model asymptotes to the peak driving solution, the model 
ith a larger κ undergoes a thermal runaway, much like the model
ithout CRs. The model with a lower κ undergoes a very different

ype of evolution. The model with low κ evacuates almost all of the
as from the mid-plane region because the CR pressure force acts for
 longer time on the gas in comparison to the models with a larger
, creating a mid-plane dominated by low density gas, but without

he dense molecular clouds found in runs that undergo a thermal
unaway. 
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 11. Comparison of simulations with CRs (solid lines) and without 
CRs or MHD (dashed lines) for models with the same SN explosion 
placement. The models shown are the same as in Fig. 10 . The same quantities 
are shown as in Fig. 6 : the distribution of gas densities within 50 pc of the 
mid-plane (top) and the vertical distribution of gas density (bottom). The 
presence of CRs changes the behaviour of models with f rand = 0.5, but also 
thickens the amount of gas at heights about 100 pc in all models. 
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This is clear in Fig. 13 that shows the density and height
istributions of mid-plane gas. In the CFF model there is a smooth
rogression with κ where the distribution of gas densities broadens
ith increasing κ , but the mid-plane layer thickens with more gas

bo v e 200 pc. In the C0.5 runs, faster diffusion also results in a
hermal runaway and less gas at larger scale heights (although,

ore than in the pure hydro model). Slower diffusion prevents gas
ollapsing to densities higher than 1 cm 

−3 and leads to an inverted
ertical gas density profile below 200 pc. The spatial variation in CR
nergy density in the high κ runs are quite smooth like the fiducial
un seen in Fig. 7 , whereas the lower κ runs show more variation
s CR energy density takes longer to diffuse from injection sites. In
erms of βCR , the spatial variation in the high κ runs is similar to the
ducial model as well as in the low κ CFF run. In the the low κ C0.5
un, the e v acuation of mass from the mid-plane creates a situation
here the mid-plane thermal temperature is very high and therefore
CR > 1 with pockets of βCR < 1 where some denser gas survives. 
CR models with no dif fusi ve transport (where the CR energy

ensity is perfectly coupled to the thermal gas) produce a thickened
as layer. In C0.5-adv, the formation of dense clouds is suppressed as
n the low diffusion case. However, the density distribution is skewed
o higher densities in the no diffusion case, resulting in a medium
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
hat is o v erall denser than the low diffusion case. This is likely due
o the lack of any dif fusi ve transport, without which, gas remains
onfined to the mid-plane, albeit in a layer that is very puffy with a
light inversion in the central density profile. 

From this analysis, we can conclude in the model tested here that
he dif fusi vity of the CRs has more of an impact on the larger scale
tructure of the ISM (e.g. the scale height of the gas), and less on the
id-plane structure, unless the value of κ is extremely high or low.
igh values of κ result in a model where CRs become unimportant in

he mid-plane, and the evolution asymptotes to they model without
Rs. Lo w v alues of κ can result in the suppression of dense clouds,
xcept in the case where CR energy is continuously deposited in
ense gas and CR cooling acts to remo v e CRs. 

.5 Effecti v e pr essur e support 

s we have seen, the inclusion of CRs can impede or slow the
ragmentation of gas into different phases. In models where the
if fusi ve transport of CRs is slowed, the distribution of gas densities
arrows. 
To better understand this behaviour, we consider the ef fecti ve

ressure and how it influences the gas evolution. The effective
ressure is defined as 

 eff = P therm 

+ P CR = ( γ − 1) ε + ( γCR − 1) ε CR . (21) 

his definition of pressure combines thermal pressure and CR
ressure into a single measure of the pressure. We neglect magnetic
ressure because we found that it is almost al w ays subdominant
see Fig. 7 ). 

Fig. 14 shows the evolution of the distribution of ef fecti ve pressure
n our fiducial CR runs within 50 pc of the mid-plane (unlike Fig. 1
hich shows the thermal pressure in a larger volume). 
This gross behaviour can be understood by considering the

ressure support in the dense gas. As gas cools, dense regions
ontract to maintain a constant thermal pressure (i.e. isobaric
ooling). In models with a sufficiently large reservoir of CRs,
he CRs become important. As dense gas contracts, CRs become
diabatically compressed which produces an outward CR pressure
radient force that if steep enough can stabilize the g as ag ainst
ollapse. Therefore, in the presence of CRs, it is more difficult for
as to become denser from radiative cooling. 

This can be seen in Fig. 14 . The CRs provide a minimum ef fecti ve
ressure support in the gas that is constant across density (seen in
0.5 and CFF). When gas radiatively cools in these models, pressure

orces do not act to make gas more dense, because the CR pressure
aintains an equilibrium. 
Ho we ver, CRs cool and so need to be replenished to provide

f fecti ve pressure support. This occurs in the peak-driving case,
here CRs are replenished by direct injection via SN explosions in
ense gas. In the thermal runaway case (e.g. C0.7 shown in Fig. 14 ),
he only potentially efficient source of CR replenishment is diffusion
f CRs from lower density gas into clouds. But for our diffusivity,
his process is not fast enough to o v ercome the radiativ e cooling.
he dense gas will therefore collapse further. Ultimately, only our

mposed Riemann pressure floor will halt collapse. 

 OBSERVATI ON  A L  S I G N  AT U R E S  

ere we explore predictions for the emission of gamma-rays arising
rom interactions between the CR fluid and the thermal gas and the
istribution of H I atoms that give rise to 21 cm emission. 
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Figure 12. Evolution of simulations run with varying κ , the global anisotropic diffusivity of the CR fluid. Top row: the median number density of the thermal 
gas within 50 pc of the mid-plane o v er time. Middle panel: the total CR energy within 50 pc of the mid-plane divided by the total gas mass in the same volume 
o v er time. Bottom panel: the height containing half the original gas mass of the simulations. Two models for SNe placement are shown, the MIX0.5 model 
(left-hand panel) and the FF model (right-hand panel). For both models the hydrodynamics-only model are shown with a dashed line. Models with the CR fluid 
b ut ev olved without dif fusi ve transport are also sho wn. As κ decreases, the scale height of the mid-plane gas layer increases, but the phase structure of the 
mid-plane gas is still sensitive to the SN explosion placement model. 
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.1 Hadronic gamma-ray emission 

e follow Pfrommer et al. ( 2017b ) in modelling gamma-ray emission
rom interactions of CRs with the ISM. This model assumes gamma- 
ays come from two sources: the primary channel from the decay 
f neutral pions created by inelastic collisions of CRs with thermal 
ucleons and the secondary channel from inverse Compton scattering 
f relativistic electrons. These processes are dependent on the energy 
pectrum of CRs, which we do not self-consistently simulate, but 
nstead we assume a power-law CR momentum spectrum. We focus 
n the primary production channel of gamma-rays through pion 
ecay, which is dominant for at the star formation rates in galaxies
he mass of the Milky-Way and greater (Werhahn et al. 2021b ). The
amma-ray emission from a cell (luminosity per unit volume) in an
nergy interval [ E 1 , E 2 ] comes from integrating the source function
 π0 −γ ( E γ ) of decaying neutral pions (adopting the semi-analytical
odel of Pfrommer & Enßlin 2004 ): 

 π0 −γ = 

∫ E 2 

E 1 

s π0 −γ ( E ) E d E (22) 
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 13. Properties of models with different CR diffusivities after 150 Myr of evolution, including CR models with no diffusion. Two SNe placement models 
are shown: one with SNe placed only in high density peaks (CFF, left-hand panel) and one where 50 per cent of explosions are positioned randomly in the 
mid-plane (C0.5, right-hand panel). The fiducial CR model is run with κ = 10 28 cm 

2 s −1 . Top: Volume-weighted probability density functions (PDFs) of the 
logarithm of the gas number density within 50 pc of the mid-plane. Bottom: Surface number density of gas along the vertical direction. The simulation volumes 
abo v e and below the mid-plane are combined and the mid-plane is at height 0. 
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e compute the luminosity for each cell in the Fermi energy band
0.1–100 GeV). 

We use an estimate for the gamma-ray luminosity from Pfrommer
t al. ( 2017b ) who assume a power-law distribution for the momen-
um of CRs: 

 ( p) = C p p 

−αθ ( p − q) , (23) 

here p = P p /m p c is a dimension-less proton momentum ( m p is
he proton mass and c is the speed of light). The function θ is the
eavyside step function and q is the low-threshold momentum limit.
e adopt q = 0.5 to account for the fact that low-energy CRs are

fficiently cooling via Coulomb and ionization interactions (Werhahn
t al. 2021a , b ). We choose a fix ed power-la w slope of α = 2.05. A
ore natural choice for the power-law slope would seem to be α =

.2 (Caprioli et al. 2020 ; Haggerty & Caprioli 2020 ), corresponding
lso to the slope that maximizes pion decay emission in the Fermi
and. Ho we ver, this slope, as applied in this analytic model, has been
hown to be effectively degenerate with the choice of CR SN injection
fficiency (Pfrommer et al. 2017b ). Our chosen injection efficiency of
0 per cent, while within acceptable limits, has recently been shown
o likely be an o v erestimate, as SN acceleration models that account
or the magnetic field-shock front obliquity fa v our a fraction closer to
 per cent when inte grated o v er the entire remnant, and independent
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
f the magnetic coherence length (Caprioli & Spitko vsk y 2014 ; P ais
t al. 2018 ). To account for this, we have chosen the value of α
ppropriate for this factor of two higher injection efficiency, i.e. one
hat results in a factor of two lower pion decay emission. 

The normalization factor C p is determined for each cell by equating
he simulated energy density of CRs to the integrated energy density
rom our assumed f ( p ) (which is a good approximation for the CR
pectrum abo v e the kinematic threshold p = 0.78 of the hadronic
eaction; see Girichidis et al. ( 2022 ) for a simulated CR spectrum in
 galaxy simulation): 

 CR = 

∫ ∞ 

0 
f ( p ) E( p )d p , (24) 

here E( p) = ( 
√ 

1 + p 

2 − 1) m p c 
2 is the kinetic proton energy.

erhahn et al. ( 2021b ) demonstrate (in their Appendix B) that
his analytical model reproduces the result of a more detailed
umerical integration that includes the energy-dependent hadronic
ross section with an accuracy of 10 per cent. 

Under these assumptions, the source function and hence the
uminosity density of gamma-rays are proportional to the energy
ensity of CRs times the number density of target nucleons for
he hadronic reaction:  π0 −γ ∝ ε CR n n . The spatial distribution of
amma rays is therefore highly dependent on the density structure of
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Figure 14. The ef fecti ve pressure e volution for three dif ferent SN explosion placement models run with (top row) and without (bottom row) CRs is shown. 
Panels show the effective pressure versus gas density after 100 Myr of evolution within 50 pc of the mid-plane in gre yscale. F or the times indicated, curves 
following the median trend in this space are also shown. Below the pressure panels, the distribution of cell gas densities are shown. 
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he thermal gas (because n n = ρ/m p ) and the speed with which CRs
re transported from their birth sites. 

The total gamma-ray luminosity in the Fermi band from pion decay 
n the patch of ISM simulated here can be computed by summing
he emission from all cells in the simulation volume. The evolution 
f this luminosity is shown in Fig. 15 , which shows that the time
ariability of gamma-ray emission differs between the two solutions 
iscussed in Section 3 . In the thermal runaway models, the emission
s highly variable. It is especially variable in models with a non-zero
umber of SNe in high density peaks, like C0.7 and C0.6. The models
hat asymptote to the peak driving solution have very minimal time 
ariability. The o v erall lev el of emission is very similar between all
odels except for the purely random placement model, C1.0. That 
odel has an o v erall luminosity an order of magnitude lower than

he other models. 
The reasons for these differences is revealed in Fig. 7 . This

gure shows that fast diffusion in the mid-plane creates a roughly 
patially uniform distribution of CR energy throughout the mid- 
lane. The level and variability of gamma-ray emission is therefore 
et by the distribution and volume-filling factor of nucleons. In 
eak-driving models where the mid-plane volume is mostly filled 
y warm neutral gas and where there are smaller gas density 
erturbations, the emission from recent SNe is not very different 
rom the background gamma-ray emission coming from this warm 

as. 
In the thermal-runaway models, most of the mid-plane volume is 

lled by very low density ionized gas, and most nucleons are found
n the molecular clouds that occupy a very small volume of the
id-plane. The background gamma-ray emission is therefore small 

ompared to the emission that arises when SNe occur near dense
louds. The variability of the thermal-runaway models are therefore 
 result the concentration of target nucleons in molecular clouds 
nd the MIX SNe placement model. Periods of high emission arise
hen a recently injected SNe coincides spatially with a molecular 

loud and low emission when randomly injected events dominate. 
reshly injected CR energy near a molecular cloud does not remain
patially concentrated for long since we have no model for variable
iffusion (such as Semeno v, Kravtso v & Caprioli 2021 ). The energy
uickly diffuses, causing the emission of gamma-rays to drop in the
egion of the molecular cloud and therefore the entire box. In C1.0
here all SNe are injected randomly, the coincidence of a recent
Ne and a molecular cloud is very rare (by construction) so C1.0 has

ess variability and an o v erall lower level of emission. The runs that
ave the highest degree of variability are runs where there is a large
 rand , but with some non-zero seeding of SNe in dense gas where the
lacement of SNe in molecular clouds light them up in gamma-rays.
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 15. Gamma-ray emission arising from pion decay in the Fermi band of 0.1 to 100 GeV. Left-hand panel: Time evolution of the total gamma ray 
luminosity of each simulation volume. Thermal-runaway models demonstrate a higher degree of variability than peak driving runs. Right-hand panel: The 
average gamma-ray luminosity averaged between 100 and 150 Myr for all the runs. An extrapolation of the best-fitting line to galaxies observed both with Fermi 
and in the infrared is shown (dashed orange line) assuming a relation between infrared emission and SFR from Kennicutt. Observed values for the SMC, LMC, 
and M33 are shown (squares) and values for the MW and M31 are shown scaled to an SFR of 6 × 10 −3 M �yr −1 (diamonds), corresponding to the local patch 
of ISM simulated here. 

Figure 16. Gamma-ray emission arising from pion decay in the Fermi band 
of 0.1 to 100 GeV averaged between 100 and 150 Myr. Models run with 
dif ferent CR dif fusi vities κ are sho wn with both the CFF model (purple 
points) and the C0.5 model (orange points). Models run with CRs but no 
dif fusi v e transport (adv ection only models) are shown as dotted lines for the 
CFF model and C0.5 model. 
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The relation between gamma-ray luminosity and SFR is also
een in Fig. 15 . Galactic-scale gamma-ray emission is observed to
orrelate with FIR emission o v er sev eral orders of magnitude for
ystems where Fermi has been able to make measurements, from
he SMC to Arp 220 (Ackermann et al. 2012 ; Rojas-Bra v o & Araya
016 ). Our models do not probe a range of star-forming environments
o we can only probe this relation at a single SFR; ho we ver, we see
hat the average level of gamma-ray emission does lie on the observed
alactic-scale trend. The one exception is C1.0, which as we have
xplained has a lower level of gamma-ray emission. 

Fig. 16 shows how the gamma-ray luminosity varies with the CR
if fusion coef ficient, κ . The luminosity can v ary by a factor of several
ith κ , with lower κ models trending toward higher luminosities,

specially for the CFF models, thus matching the pure CR advection
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
odels with κ = 0. This is due to the accumulation of CR energy
n the mid-plane that results from the slower diffusion. It is also the
ase, ho we ver, that the presence of CRs impacts the amount of dense
as in the mid-plane, the gas that is most luminous in gamma-rays.
n C0.5- κ29, the fast diffusion of CRs reduces the amount of CRs
elative to mass in the mid-plane (see Fig. 12 ), however, the reduced
R pressure allows more dense gas to form (see Fig. 13 ). Even with

he reduced CR energy density in the mid-plane, the enhanced dense
as means that the model has on average an enhanced gamma-ray
uminosity. 

.2 Atomic hydrogen 

ig. 17 shows the vertical column density of H I and H 2 gas in
odels with and without CRs. The scale height, temperature, and

omposition of neutral gas varies between injection models, but also
hanges with and without CRs. 

Some of these differences are due primarily to the differing
olutions to which these models ev olve, b ut some differences seem
o be due to the presence of CRs irrespective of the mid-plane’s
SM structure. Models that evolve to the peak-driving solution have
ore v ertically e xtended H I and lower surface densities of H 2 when
Rs are included. Thermal runaway models have less H I gas above

he mid-plane and very concentrated H 2 layers. The peak surface
ensity of H 2 in all the thermal runaway models saturates at a value
f ∼3 × 10 22 cm 

−2 . This constant value is likely due to the Riemann
ressure floor imposed in dense gas. 
Part of the extended H I gas in the CR runs may be part of the

ase of a CR-driven outflow, which we will explore in future work.
he o v erall thickness of the H I layer varies between approximately
0 pc (C1.0) and 150 pc (C0.1) in these runs while it is typically
ess than 50 pc in the no CR runs. We define these heights as
he 1 e-folding height, i.e. where the gas surface density drops
y 1/e. 
In all models, the central mid-plane H I gas is dominated by cold

as with temperatures less than 10 3 K. The fraction of H I that is
omposed of this cold neutral medium (CNM) varies from 60 to
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Figure 17. The vertical distributions of different species of neutral hydrogen shown after 100 Myr of evolution for simulations with CRs (solid lines) and 
without CRs (dashed lines). Top left-hand panel: The total number density of H I atoms versus height. The e-folding scale heights of the density are indicated. 
All gas regardless of temperature is included in this plot. Top right-hand panel: The fraction of H I atoms in cold gas ( T < 10 3 K), representing the mass fraction 
of the CNM. Bottom left-hand panel: The number density of H I atoms in gas that is warm ( T > 10 3 K). This gas corresponds to the optically thin WNM. Bottom 

right-hand panel: The number density of H 2 molecules. 
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early 100 per cent as shown in Fig. 17 . Even at a height of 100 pc,
he CNM fraction ( f CNM 

) can vary between 20 and 40 per cent. These
igh fractions indicate that a substantial amount of H I gas may be
ptically thick in the mid-plane, which would impact the column 
ensity of H I emission at 21 cm. 
The height of the MW’s 21 cm emission at the solar circle is

pproximately 150 pc as defined as the half-width half-maximum 

Kalberla & Dedes 2008 ), larger than the upper range of our models.
o we ver, gi ven the large central CNM fractions in our simulations,

ven up to a height of 100 pc, the scale height of the H I volume
ensity should be regarded as a lower limit for any inferred height
f the 21 cm emission because a large portion of the cold H I will
e optically thick. We can consider the warm H I , with temperatures
reater than 10 3 K, as providing an upper limit to the scale height of
he 21 cm emission, as this warm H I will certainly be optically thin.
ig. 17 shows that the e-folding heights of the warm H I atoms are
ubstantially larger than the total H I . The height of the gas layer of
his optically thin H I is typically greater than 150 pc for peak-driving
uns. For thermal runaway models, the WNM is also more extended, 
ut does not approach 150 pc in scale height. 

We also present in Fig. 17 the distribution of H 2 . It should be
oted, ho we ver, in order to capture a converged H 2 component, much
igher resolution is needed (Joshi et al. 2019 ). Zoom simulations of
olecular clouds suggest that at our resolution, the underestimate of 

he molecular gas fraction is of the order of a factor of two (Seifried
t al. 2017 ). 
Our models have demonstrated that CRs enhance the thickness 
f the H I layer. With the set of physics we consider in this study,
Rs appear to thicken the H I layer to a degree that brings models,
ith varying SN placement assumptions, in better agreement with 

he MW’s 21 cm emission. 

 DI SCUSSI ON  

he ISM system examined here includes many of the physical effects
ound in the real ISM of the MW, but there are also many effects we
ave not considered in this study. Comparing the solutions we have
dentified here in this model to the state of the MW’s ISM can give
s some insights into this other physics. 
Fig. 18 shows the fraction of the mid-plane volume occupied by

as of different temperatures. The transition between the peak driving 
nd thermal runaway solutions is evident in these fractions. In the
W, measurements of gas in these temperature ranges are dependent 

n different observables that are sensitive to density and ionization 
tate, in addition to temperature. Generally, the hot ionized medium 

HIM) is thought to fill approximately 50 per cent of the volume.
he warm ionized medium (WIM), gas of roughly 10 4 K found

n H II regions, comprises about 20–30 per cent of the volume, and
he warm neutral medium (WNM), gas of several thousand K and
raced by warm H I gas, comprises about 30–40 per cent. Cold gas,
ith temperatures ≤100 K and traced by cold H I (the CNM) and
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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Figure 18. Top: Fraction of the mid-plane volume (within 50 pc of the mid- 
plane) occupied by gas in different temperature ranges. Simulations with 
(dark colours) and without (light colours) CRs are compared with varying SN 

explosion placement models. These volume fractions are averaged between 
95 and 104 Myr. Bottom: The evolution of the volume fraction of gas with 
temperatures greater than 10 5 K within 50 pc of the mid-plane. 
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olecules, is of order one per cent of the volume (e.g. Cox 2005 ;
raine 2011 ). 
In our model, the HIM is either too volume-filling (occupying

 v er 80 per cent of the volume) or not volume-filling enough (less
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
hat 30 per cent of the volume). Other studies have found that a set of
lustered SN explosions or SN explosions from dynamically formed
ink particles are able to match the volume fraction of the HIM (e.g.
athjen et al. 2021 ). We find that as the models in the peak driving
hase get closer to tipping o v er to a thermal runaway, the volume
raction occupied by the HIM can pass through 50 per cent, but it is
ot a stable state with the physical model tested here. 
The WNM and WIM are completely suppressed in simulations

ith a thermal runaw ay, unlik e the MW where combined, they
omprise about half the ISM volume. In the peak driving models,
hey occupy an appreciable amount of the volume as seen in Fig. 18 .

e separate the gas into temperature ranges here only, but we see that
he cooler gas component (grey bands with 200 K < T < 8000 K) is
he dominant component of the medium, typically 40 per cent of the
olume when f rand = 0.5 and trending to 60 per cent in the FF models.
he component at higher temperatures (8000 K < T < 10 5 K) seems

o be more consistent in its volume fraction across peak driving runs
 ∼25 per cent). This gas appears to be cooling SN remnants placed
n the dense gas. They are constantly replenished by the injection
odel as they constantly cool away due to thermal radiative cooling.
This origin for the WIM is different from the MW where it is

ypically associated with H II regions produced by massive stars.
hile the simulations presented here have an interstellar radiation

eld attenuated by dense gas, they do not include a dynamic radiation
eld that includes radiation transport. Kannan et al. ( 2020 ) in models
imilar to those presented here tested the effects of photoionzation
nd radiation pressure with full radiation transport and found an
nhancement in the supply of warm gas (10 3 K < T < 10 5 K). The
ombination of radiation and CR transport will likely combine in a
on-linear fashion which we will explore in future work. Ho we ver,
he simulations of Rathjen et al. ( 2021 ) that include both effects
uggest that the inclusion of radiation is especially important for
apturing the warm phase. 

Beyond radiation transport, the models here neglect by construc-
ion many effects of disc dynamics and the cosmological environment
f the ISM. Turbulence plays an important role in the development
f dense gas and in our model is seeded primarily by SN explosions,
o we ver, disc models suggest that gravity driven turbulence may
e more consistent with observations of gas velocity dispersions
Krumholz & Burkhart 2016 ). Disc shearing likely plays an important
ole in the creation of dense gas, even at the resolution considered
ere (e.g. Smith et al. 2014 ). The stratified gas layer considered here
llows for the outflow of gas from the mid-plane, but there is no CGM
ncluded that would be a potential reservoir of gas inflow to the disc
r a mediator for fountain flows that arise from the disc but fall back
Tumlinson, Peeples & Werk 2017 ). Gas inflow to the Milky Way
as been estimated at approximately 10 −3 M �kpc −2 yr −1 (Fox et al.
019 ; Werk et al. 2019 ), approximately 10–20 per cent of the gas
utflow rates found in these models. However, we note that without
he physics associated with cloud disruption (local UV heating from

assive stars, shearing forces, and the creation of star particles that
emo v e gas) gas injected into the ISM would likely be locked up
nto dense clouds and not promote cycling of the ISM phases. What
ay happen is gas inflows from the CGM may affect the dynamics

f outflows launched from the disc, which would possibly affect the
as cycling at the halo–disc interface. 

While these models reach a high resolution of several pc in the
id-plane (see Fig. 2 ) and this is likely sufficient to capture the

ooling of SN energy, we do not have the resolution to capture the
evelopment of SN remnant bubbles self-consistently and in the
evelopment of the top layers of the mid-plane, the steep gradient in
as density produces a steep gradient in cell sizes (although limited
y our adjacent volume limit refinement criterion). Numerical mixing
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n these top layers may result in a suppression of dense structures or
ifferent turbulent properties. 
We have presented a description of the range of behaviours for

he ISM in the presence of a dif fusi ve CR fluid with a constant
. Models of SN remnants suggest that non-resonant streaming 

nstabilities (e.g. Bell 2004 ) may lead to a decrease in CR diffusion
way from SN remnants (Schroer et al. 2022 ). Semenov et al.
 2021 ) test on much larger scales the impact of spatially varying
R diffusion in galactic discs and find that suppressing the diffusion
f CRs away from birth sites enhances disc stability and prevents 
he fragmentation of gas. In addition, the interplay of resonant CR
treaming instabilities (Kulsrud & Pearce 1969 ; Shalaby et al. 2021 )
nd various wave damping processes should establish an ef fecti ve 
R propagation speed that varies spatially and temporally. Thomas, 
frommer & Pakmor ( 2022 ) found that while the CR diffusion
oefficient reaches a steady state in most galactic environments, CR 

ransport itself appears not to reach a steady state and therefore, 
annot be well described by either CR streaming, CR diffusion or
 combination of both paradigms but instead obeys non-equilibrium 

ransport mediated by resonant Alfv ́en waves. 
The simple effect of Alfv ́en wave cooling of CR energy may play

 role (W iener , Pfrommer & Oh 2017 ) and is neglected here. We
ound losses from hadronic and Coulomb cooling to be subdominant 
o adiabatic losses, ho we ver Alfv ́en cooling has been demonstrated
o have an effect on the temperature and structure of CGM gas (Buck
t al. 2020 ). If the losses of CR energy are significant in the ISM,
he effects of CR pressure on the phase structure and evolution of
he ISM would be reduced. Across the models we have tested, in
ituations where CR energy density becomes less dominant, models 
end towards the thermal runaway case (e.g. Fig. 8 ). 

These plasma effects may shift the transition f rand in our model 
etween the peak driving and thermal runaway solutions. This is 
ecause confining CRs injected in dense gas within clouds longer 
ould require a less frequent replenishment of fresh CRs to alter the

loud’s collapse. Ho we ver, if κ is allo wed to increase away from the
ites of recent SN explosions, CRs may escape the medium so quickly
hat effects like the enhanced H I layer thickness may not materialize.

e note that while we do not vary κ , the CR diffusion time does vary
ith gas density as shown in Fig. A3 . It is actually fastest in high
ensity gas, which is likely the opposite trend that would result from
 smaller κ near sites of SN explosions coincident with dense gas. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

he models we have described have allowed us to test the behaviour
f a dif fusi ve CR fluid under specific astrophysical conditions, 
.e. the application of SN explosions to a magnetized ISM at a
rescribed rate in following a prescribed spatial distribution. We 
ave varied these astrophysical variables to test the tolerance of 
he collisional and dif fusi ve fluids that comprise our simulated ISM
ystem. We hav e ne glected man y important ef fects for the e volution
f the ISM: clustered SN explosions, disc dynamics, spatially and 
ime varying radiation transport, and ISM–CGM interactions. This 
as intentionally adopted to provide a simpler system with which 

o focus on the unadulterated impact of CRs at high resolution 
here we are capturing resolved SN explosions. This approach 

ays a foundation on which we can better interpret a richer set of
strophysical effects in future work. 

Our main results are as follows: 

(i) We have systematically varied the amount of SN energy in- 
ected into high-density gas versus random locations, and consistent 
ith previous works, models with large amounts of SN energy 
njected into dense gas evolve to a ‘peak-driving’ solution where 
arm gas is volume filling. Models with more SN energy injected

nto random locations develop a ‘thermal runaway’ where hot gas 
ecomes volume filling. 

(ii) The transition between these two solutions is mediated by 
Rs. As seen visually in Fig. 4 , when CRs are present, the medium
nly fragments when more SN energy is coupled to random locations
i.e. into low density gas). We see in Figs 10 and 11 that CRs can
ntirely prevent the development of the thermal runaway over the 
00 Myr run time of our simulations with some placement models. 
(iii) We examine the partition of energy within the mid-plane of 

ur simulations and find on global scales, turbulent and thermal 
nergies are typically greater than CR energy when the medium is
ominated by T > 10 6 K gas and less when it is dominated by warm
as ( T < 10 4 K) as shown in Fig. 8 . Ho we ver there can be a great deal
f spatial variation on pc scales in the distribution of thermal, kinetic,
nd magnetic energies while fast diffusion of the CR fluid means it
an maintain an approximately spatially uniform distribution within 
he mid-plane (see Fig. 7 ) 

(iv) The evolution of CR energy within simulations is a balance 
etween injection through the SN model and a variety of sink
erms, the dominant one being adiabatic losses from the expanding 
id-plane gas (see Fig. 9 ). Hadronic and Couloumb losses can be

ignificant as well especially in simulations dominated by warm gas. 
(v) We tested different values of κ , the diffusivity of the CR

uid, in the presence of two different SN placement models. The
omparison of these simulations is shown in Figs 12 and 13 . We find
hat fast diffusion results in models similar to the hydrodynamics 
nly models. Slo w dif fusion results in the build up of CR energy in
he mid-plane. The result of this build up can vary depending on the
N placement model, with some models creating pressure gradients 
o strong that gas is e v acuated from the mid-plane. 

(vi) We examined the evolution of the effective pressure in the 
id-plane and show that CRs impose a minimum pressure floor 

n the medium across densities (Fig. 14 ). In cases where evolution
f the thermal pressure is significant, this pressure floor can break,
llowing for the fragmentation of the medium due to SN explosions.
therwise, the uniformity in P eff across density, prevents gas from 

hanging phase and fragmenting significantly. 
(vii) We make predictions for the gamma-ray emission from the 

adronic pion decay. We find that the time averaged emission in
ost of our SN placement models with the fiducial dif fusi vity of

0 28 cm 

2 s −1 matches the MW emission (see Fig. 15 ). Variability in
he gamma-ray emission is driven by the proximity of SN explosions
o dense gas, which we demonstrate with our models that explicitly
ary this. 

(viii) We show that the presence of CRs enhances the volume 
ensity of neutral atomic hydrogen at heights several 100 pc above
he mid-plane in all SN placement models, as shown in Fig. 17 .
he scale heights of H I volume density is consistent with the scale
eights of 21 cm emission when considering most of the mid-plane
 I simulated here will be optically thick. 
(ix) We examined the volumetric partition of gas of different 

emperatures and found that in all the SN placement models we
ave tested, it is difficult to sustain a volume fraction of hot gas of
0 per cent. This may be due to physical effects not considered here
uch as radiation transport or variable CR diffusion or streaming. 

The stratified box model tested here is a flexible platform on
hich to conduct parameter space studies and test physical ideas 

n a controlled fashion as we have done here. We have clearly
MNRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
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emonstrated that CR transport and pressure are important effects
hat should be included in studies of the ISM going forward. We plan
o extend this work to also explore how CRs combine with radiation
ransport in the future, along with varying CR transport (including
treaming and diffusion), and effects from runaway stars. 
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Figure A1. Evolution of three boxes simulated with only hydrodynamics 
(no CRs and no magnetic fields) where 50 per cent of SN explosions occur 
in random locations and 50 per cent take place in high-density gas (model 
H0.5 in the text). These models all have different values of ρmax : the fiducial 
value used in the main text of ρmax ∼2 × 10 −22 (gold), a ρmax ten times the 
fiducial value (cyan) and one tenth of the fiducial ρmax (red). The top panel 
shows the height containing half the original mass of the box and the bottom 

panel shows the volume-weighted median gas density within 50 pc of the 
mid-plane. The top panel includes dashed lines showing the radii of a Jeans 
stable cloud with average densities at these different values of ρmax . 

Figure A2. The volume-weighted distribution of gas densities after 100 Myr 
of evolution for the three models shown in Fig. A1 . The value of ρ for 
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PPENDIX  A :  PRESSURE  LIMITER  

ere we describe how the Riemann solver pressure limiter impacts 
he behaviour of the model. This model introduces a variable 
arameter ρmax which is the maximum density of a Jeans stable 
loud (see equation 3 ). In gas abo v e this density, the gravitational
elf-collapse of gas is prevented by a limit placed on the pressure
sed in the Riemann solver, thereby limiting the fluxes between 
ells. W ithout this limiter , gas will collapse to arbitrarily high density
ecause of gas self-gravity and radiative cooling. 
The collapse of gas to a small volume can be prevented by halting

ell refinement at a minimum cell volume, a common approach 
n adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) codes and one employed in 
impson et al. ( 2016 ). Ho we ver, we found that the extreme gradients
esulting from o v ermassiv e cells produced spurious amplification of
he simulated magnetic field, and made this an unworkable solution 
or our problem. 

Other similar simulations have side-stepped this issue by not 
ncluding gas self-gravity (e.g. Hill et al. 2012 ), and indeed this
imits the collapse of clouds, but may impact the fragmentation 
f the medium on certain scales (e.g. Walch et al. 2015 ). Another
pproach is to provide a sink for collapsing gas in the form of star
articles that will shift gas mass to a collsion-less component that will
e subject to gravitational softening. Ho we ver, with the resolution 
e employ here, only a few per cent of collapsing gas should go

nto stars, making this an inappropriate solution to halt collapse. 
ltimately, neglecting low-temperature cooling below 10 4 K would 

lso be ef fecti ve in pre venting the collapse of dense gas (e.g.
reasey et al. 2013 ), but of course, this does not allow for the

tudy of the structure of the ISM on sub-kiloparsec scales as is our
oal. 
The main goal the simulations presented here is to understand the 

mpact of CRs on the scale of the local solar neighbourhood, a region
f roughly a kpc in scale, and not to study the evolution of molecular
louds, for which we do not include necessary physical effects or
ppropriate resolution. 
max 

each model is indicated. 
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M

Figure A3. Time-scales of the ISM within 50 pc of the mid-plane after 100 Myr of evolution in models with varying SN explosion placement (left to right) and 
with and without CRs (top and bottom). The median time-scale is plotted as a function of gas density. The time-scales presented are the ef fecti ve cooling time 
that accounts for CRs and their hadronic cooling ( t eff-cool ), the gravitational free fall time ( t ff ), the sound crossing time ( t sound ), the turbulent crossing time ( t turb ), 
the CR diffusion time ( t CR-diff ), and the CR cooling time ( t CR − cool ). The models C0.7, H0.7, and H0.5 have undergone a thermal runaway and their mid-plane 
volume is dominated by hot, low density gas. The models C0.5, CFF, and HFF remain in the peak driving solution and their mid-plane volume is dominated by 
warm gas. The transition between the warm and cold phase of the ISM occurs around 10 23 g cm 

−3 and the time-scales around this density are the most rele v ant 
to the problem. 
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Fig. A1 shows the behaviour of test runs with a higher and lower
alues of ρmax at fixed mass resolution ( m t = 10 M �). In effect,
hat varies in these models is the radius of a Jeans stable cloud in

he simulation, where runs with low values of ρmax are only able to
apture larger clouds. Fig. A1 shows that indeed, gas in these runs
ollapses to a layer with a height equi v alent to the size of a Jeans
table cloud of this mass. 

This model is intended to halt the collapse of dense clouds in
he absence of a full model for star formation and pre-SN feedback.
o we ver, if applied in extremity, this pressure limiter can act as a

orm of subgrid feedback that impacts gas at densities below ρmax .
ig. A2 shows this effect. The model with the lowest ρmax tested
as more gas at densities of 10 −24 g cm 

−3 because the low value
f ρmax prevents gas at these densities from collapsing to higher
ensities. Our fiducial value of ρmax allows for this collapse and
esults in a gas density distribution resembling that of a model
ith a higher ρmax but lacking the the tail of densities abo v e
0 −20 g cm 

−3 . 
These models’ large scale behaviour largely depends on whether

as can transition from the WIM around a temperature of 10 4 down
o temperatures around 100 K of the cold neutral medium. Fig. 1
hows this transition happens around a density of 10 −23 g cm 

−3 . A
hoice of ρmax too close to this value will impede this transition and
f fect the de velopment of the WNM and CNM. This in turn will
mpact the porosity of the medium and the amount of gas available
o be driven from the mid-plane in outflows. 

We have presented tests with a feedback model where 50 per cent
f SN explosions occur in random locations and 50 per cent in dense
as. With our fiducial model parameters, this model undergoes a
hermal runaway. This model without CRs is the model closest to
ipping o v er to the peak driving solution. It behav es similarly to the
odel with a value of ρmax 10 times larger. They reach a similar
NRAS 520, 4621–4645 (2023) 
verage log-density and have similar gas density distributions up to
ensities of ρmax . With a value of ρmax 0.1 times smaller, the medium
oes not undergo the same type of collapse. Ho we ver, the distribution
f gas is different from the peak driving models seen in Fig. 11 . Gas
s more extended in height by a factor of several and it’s distribution
n density is broader, but more uniform up to ρmax . 

The choice of ρmax , therefore does have the ability to significantly
lter the model’s beha viour, b ut here we have demonstrated our
ducial value of ρmax for our chosen mass resolution allows this

ransitional case to still undergo a thermal runaway. Of course, in
odels with a large number of SN explosions occurring in dense

as, the injected SN energy make the pressure limiter irrele v ant
ecause the injected energy is ef fecti ve in countering cooling and
revents gas from reaching ρmax . Models that have a high f rand are
ost sensitive to the details of the pressure limiter. 

PPENDI X  B:  TIME-SCALES  

seful quantities to consider in the evolution of the ISM are the time-
cales of various gas processes shown in Fig. A3 . The time-scales we
onsider are the gravitational free fall time ( t ff , see equation 13 ), the
adiative cooling time of the thermal gas ( t rad-cool ), the sound crossing
ime ( t sound ), the adv ectiv e crossing time ( t adv ), the CR cooling time
 t CR-cool ), the CR diffusion time ( t CR-diff ), and the SNe heating time
 t SN-heat ). 

The radiative cooling time is an output of the chemistry and cooling
etwork used here (Glo v er & Mac Low 2007a , b ; Smith et al. 2014 )
hat includes atomic and molecular hydrogen cooling along with

etal line cooling for a metallicity of 1 Z �. 
The CR cooling time is defined as the time it would take to reduce

he CR energy in a cell by an e-folding as a result of hadronic and
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oulomb losses: 

 CR −cool = 

ε CR ρ

 hadr +  Coul 
, (B1) 

here  Coul and  hadr are the volumetric loss rates of CR energy
rom these processes (assuming a steady-state CR distribution). 

The CR diffusion time is related to the CR pressure gradient in the
irection of the local magnetic field ( b ) and the dif fusi vity κ: 

 CR −diff = 

(
P CR 

b ·∇ P CR 

)2 

κ−1 . (B2) 

We also consider the sound crossing time and the adv ectiv e
rossing time, which are the ratios of the cell’s approximate diameter 
 x derived from its volume V i and the sound speed of the medium

n the cell ( c i, s ) or the bulk velocity of the cell ( v i ), respectively: 

 sound = �xc −1 
i, s (B3) 

nd 

 adv = �xv −1 
i , (B4) 

here � x = (6 V i / π ) 1/3 . The sound speed depends on the pressure
ithin the cell: 

 i, s = 

( 

5 
3 P i, therm 

+ 

4 
3 P i, CR + B 

2 
i / (8 π ) 

ρi 

) 1 / 2 

, (B5) 

here P i, therm 

is the thermal pressure and P i, CR is the CR pressure.
odels that do not include magnetic fields or CRs only include the

hermal pressure term. In the case of non-zero-magnetic fields (that 
e evolve with the ideal MHD assumption), we adopt the maximum
peed of the fast magnetosonic wave that is driven by magnetic
ressure. Models with CRs tend to have a higher total pressures
ue to the contribution of the CR fluid. This results in higher sound
peeds and lower sound crossing times. 

Fig. A3 compares these time-scales as a function of density in runs
ith different SN placement models and with and without CRs. The
ensity where gas transitions from the warm phase to the cold phase
s around 10 23 g cm 

−3 as shown in Fig. 1 . 
In all models at the rele v ant densities, the median free-fall time is

ypically too long to be rele v ant, but that does not mean that on small
cales gas self-gravity cannot play a role in the collapse of gas. What
s perhaps more interesting is the role of gas motions, which can be
 source of dynamical heating, but can also cause the collapse of gas
hrough shock compression or shock collisions. The sound crossing 
ime becomes shorter with the addition of CRs due to their impact
n the sound speed in the gas (it becomes faster). The cell-crossing
or advection) time remains unchanged, indicating that the typical 
as bulk motions remain unchanged with the addition of CRs. 

The CR diffusion time becomes shorter in denser gas. In models
ith a thermal runaway and very dense gas, it becomes shorter

han the radiative cooling time. In this situation, the CR diffusion
emo v es CR energy from dense gas faster than the gas has a chance
o cool, indicating CRs leave before they can impact the thermal gas
volution. 
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